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Abstract: 

In this report we present the results on innovative phonon technologies for high-speed 
microelectronics and optoelectronics. The electrical methods of generation of high-frequency 
coherent phonons in quantum heterostructures are studied. Efficient electric generators of sub- 
terahertz and terahertz acoustic and optical phonons are suggested on the base of practically 
important materials and heterostructures including Si/SiGe, AlGaAs/GaAs, GaSb/InAs, etc. 

The presented results create solid fundamentals for practical developing electric generators of 
high-frequency coherent phonons and implementation of the phonon technologies, which will 
gain strategic advantages for numerous applications in high-speed microelectronics and 
optoelectronics. 
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Background: 

It is well known that in solids the electron-phonon coupling is always much stronger than the 
coupling between microwave emission and electrons. If there existed reliable high-frequency 
phonon sources, it could trigger a number of phonon applications to control both, high-speed 
electric and optical signals. Indeed, phonon frequencies cover a very wide frequency range 
including sub-THz and THz frequencies. Being excited high-frequency coherent phonons can 
control the electric current due to electron-phonon coupling. Particularly, a flux of coherent 
phonons or a coherent phonon standing wave can modulate the electric current, i.e., it provides 
new methods of generation of ultra-high frequency electric oscillations. Similarly, interaction of 
coherent phonons with a light beam leads to modulation of light at phonon frequency (stimulated 
Brillouin and Raman scattering by intense coherent acoustic or optical phonons) and can provide 
an efficiently controlled beam deflection. Besides, engineered and controlled phonons (lattice 
vibrations) can significantly enhance the performance of a wide range of devices. 

In addition, intense fluxes of short-wave phonons could have other technological applications, 
for example, nondestructive testing and treatment microstructures and materials. 

Thus a wide range of novel phonon-based devices and applications are possible. These phonon 
technologies demand the elaboration of special technique to generate, detect and control the 
lattice vibrations. 

The elaboration of electrical methods of generation of coherent phonons in solids is the problem 
of primary importance. Generators of high-frequency coherent phonons would open wide 
possibilities for development of innovative concepts and methods, and novel devices for ultra- 
high-speed microelectronics and optoelectronics. Among these generators those are the most 
interesting, which can be directly integrated with semiconductor devices. 

The advantages of using phonon-technologies include: 
- Ultra-high frequencies; ultra-short-wavelengths; highly collimated beams; electric methods; 
efficient electric control; high efficiency of transformation of electric energy. 
- Possibilities to be integrated with other microelectronic circuits and optoelectronic systems. 
- The use of different materials: III-V compounds, including wide-gap nitrides, GaN/AlGaN, 
which possess strong electron-phonon coupling, Si/Ge heterostructures. 

Some applications of high-frequency coherent phonons to solve actual problems are: 
- THz-modulation of optical signals. THz-electric oscillations. 
- Phonon enhancement of electronic and optical devices through phonon active control of 
electron transport, phonon induced photo-transitions in indirect-gap semiconductors and heat 
removal through stimulated phonon decay, etc 
- Miniature deflectors for light-beam control integrated with semiconductor lasers. Nondestruc- 
tive testing of nanostructures by short-wave coherent phonon beams (phonon wavelengths can be 
scaled down to 10 nm). 
- Processing (treatment) of surfaces and interfaces, fabrication of nano-relief with 10 nm scale 
(phonon-lithography). 
- X-ray deflectors. 

Development of efficient electric generators of coherent high-frequency phonons is a long- 
standing problem. This study proposes and justifies innovative approach to practical realization 
of phonon technologies. 



Technical results: 

The project aim was the analysis of new phonon technologies for microelectronic and 
optoelectronic applications. We have identified and developed innovative efficient and powerful 
electrical methods of generation coherent phonons in THz-frequency range. These include 
generation of short-wave sub-THz-acoustic phonons and THz-optical phonons under electron 
drift in quantum heterostructures (the Cerenkov generators), and generation of THz-phonons 
under vertical electron transport through multi-barrier structures (the 'phonon lasers- 

Quantum heterostructures based on different practically important materials have been analyzed 
including Si/Ge-based structures and III-V-compound-based structures, some estimates have 
been made for nitride-base heterostructures. Analysis of basic parameters of generated phonons - 
frequency bandwidths, intensities of phonon fluxes, efficiency of conversion of the electric 
energy into the energy of high-frequency phonons has been performed. 

The Cerenkov electric generation of sub-THz confined acoustic phonons in quantum wells 
(QWs). To study the generation of high-frequency phonons in QWs we have analyzed acoustic 
phonon confinement in elastically anisotropic (cubic) QW-heterostructures grown in a direction 
of high symmetry. We have established a general criterion for phonon confinement and found 
the dispersion curves, the displacement fields corresponding to the confined phonons for 
Si/Sio.5Geo.5/Si, Si/Ge/Si and AlAs/GaAs/AlAs QW-heterostructures. It has been shown that 
confinement of acoustic phonons in these QW layers is especially strong in the sub-terahertz and 
terahertz frequency range. Two main electron-phonon coupling mechanisms - interaction via 
deformation potential and piezoelectric interaction - have been considered. Using these results 
we have analyzed amplification of the confined modes by the drift of the two-dimensional 
carriers as function of phonon frequency, crystal temperature, electron drift characteristics and 
other parameters of the heterostructures. It has been established that the amplification 
coefficient of the confined phonons can exceed 103 cm"1 for the Si/Ge-based structures and 10 
cm"1 for the AlAs/GaAs-based structures. In both cases, Si/Ge- and III-V-based structures, the 
electric current amplifies the shear-vertical confined phonons, which comprises both longitudinal 
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Fig. 1 The dispersion dependence (the left panel) and the amplification coefficient (the right panel) for confined modes in 
Si/SiGe QW. 

and transverse lattice vibrations. Purely transverse vibrations can be amplified as shear- 
horizontal waves in III-V-compounds devices. In Fig. 1, a the dispersion of lowest confined 
shear-vertical phonon modes are presented (thick solid and dashed lines for anti-symmetric and 
symmetric modes, respectively). In Fig. 1, b spectral dependences of the amplification 
coefficient is shown for the 5 nm width QW for two modes at four temperatures 50, 100, 150 and 
300 K, the carrier concentration is 2.1012 cm'2. The electrons amplify the symmetric shear- 
vertical  modes,  the  amplification  coefficient  decreases  when  the  temperature  increases. 



Frequencies for generated phonons as functions of the QW width are presented in Fig. 2 (SiGe - 
the upper curves, AlGaAs - the lower curve). It can be seen that a wide sub-terahertz frequency 
range is covered by the electrical method of generation of the acoustic phonons. The appreciable 
frequency tuning can be made by choosing the QW width parameter. 

600 

Fig. 2. The frequencies generated by the electric current in SiGe and AlGaAs QW heterostructures. 

The Cerenkov electric veneration of optical phonons in quantum wells. We have analyzed he 
drift of two-dimensional electrons in QWs under conditions of strong coupling to confined 
optical phonons. We have found that the electric current can excite the instability of the optical 
phonon subsystem: populations of the optical phonon modes confined within the QW layer can 
grow exponentially in time, if for the drifting electrons the Cerenkov criterion is met. A general 
formula for the phonon increment has been derived. The electron screening of the electron- 
confined optical phonon interaction is incorporated into this formula. The phonon increment has 
been analyzed in detail as a function of the phonon wave vector, electron-phonon coupling and 
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Fig. 3. The phonon increment as a function of the optical phonon wave vector for two particular heterostructures: 
AlAs/GaAs/AlAs - the left panel and AlGaSb/InAs/AlGaAs - the right panel. 

electron kinetic parameters - the electron temperature and the drift velocity. The optical phonon 
losses (the phonon lifetimes) have been estimated. Next, we have performed numerical estimates 
of the phonon increment for several particular heterostructures. It was established that in 
selectively doped AlAs/GaAs/AlAs and AlGaSb/InAs/AlGaAs quantum wells - which exibit 
high drift velocities - electric current can generate coherent confined optical modes. In Fig. 3 the 
optical phonon increment is shown for these heterostructures, the WQ width is supposed to be 10 
nm. The electron parameters - the drift velocity and temperature are indicated in the figure. The 



frequencies of generated optical phonons are 8.8 THz and 7 THz for AlAs/GaAs/AlAs and 
AlGaSb/InAs/AlGaAs, respectively. 

We have shown that the phonon increment depends critically on the electron drift velocity. One 
of the important results is that if the criterion for the Cerenkov emission is met, the phonon 
increment has a maximum as a function of the phonon wave vector. The latter leads to 
discrimination among the different optical phonon modes and to the generation of a very narrow 
phonon distribution, i.e., to generation of highly-coherent optical phonons. 

We have analyzed regimes of generation of confined optical phonons in QWs under the electric 
pumping. To treat the phonon and drifting-electron subsystems self-consistently we have 
calculated the phonon increment as a function of the electron temperature and drift velocity, 
while in the balance equations of the electron energy and momentum we have incorporated the 
terms describing the energy and momentum losses due to coherent phonon emission. As a result 
of the analysis of the coupled nonlinear equations, we have found steady-state generation 
regimes with macroscopic populations of the optical phonon modes and electron transport 
appreciably controlled by the generated phonons. The generation regimes have a pronounced 
threshold character under variation of the applied electric field, as shown in Fig. 4 (the left 
panel). Above the threshold, a fast narrowing of the range of wave vectors of generated phonons 
results practically in a single mode generation. The generated mode is highly populated, which 
leads to coherent macroscopic optical displacements of the lattice and large amplitudes of 
oscillations of the electrostatic fields conveying the optical vibrations. We have established that 
the electron parameters, such as the temperature and drift velocity, are affected by the generated 
phonons: at a given electric field their magnitudes are considerably suppressed and negative 
differential conductivity can occur. We have estimated the efficiency of transformation of the 
electric power to coherent optical vibrations, the efficiency can reach values of the order of 50%, 
as presented in Fig. 4 (the right panel). 
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Fig. 4. Demensionless population of generated optical phonons N (the left panel) and the efficiency of optical phonon 
generation r\ (the right panel) as functions of the electric field f for AlGaAs-QW at two values of phonon losses (the phonon 
lifetime is 10"11 s for upper curves and 5 10'12 s for lower curves). The frequency of generated phonons is 8.8 THz. N =1 
corresponds to 1.6 1016phonon/cm2. 

Electron transport under strong electron-optical phonon interaction. Besides the results on 
generation of the coherent phonons, analyzing drift of carriers in high-electric fields we have 
found that strong electron-optical phonon coupling leads to extremely non-equilibrium 
distribution function of the electrons. Particularly it has been established that in nanoscale 



samples emission of optical phonons gives rise to population inversion of the carriers. This 
provides for a high-frequency electron instability and microwave generation in sub-terahertz 
range (0.2..0.5 THz). The results have been applied to nitride-based semiconductor nanoscale 
heterostructures such as AlGaN/GaN and GaN/InGaN. 

The THz acoustic phonon generator using voltage biased multi-barrier structures. We have 
considered high-frequency phonon generation in a weakly coupled, n-doped semiconductor 
superlattice. Electric bias, applied to such a superlattice, destroys the electron minibands, creates 
electron states localized in the individual quantum wells (the Stark-splitting effect) and forms 
population inversion between these states. An electric current occurs due to the phonon-induced 
interwell hops. We have shown that under such conditions the electric current produces a 
phonon instability: populations of phonon modes propagating almost collinearly with the 
superlattice axis increase exponentially in time. It has been demonstrated that the population 
growth increment can be as high as several times 108 s"1 and exceeds considerably the internal 
phonon scattering rates. The frequency (energy) dependence of the increment is shown in Fig. 5 
(the right panel) for a given electric field (Stark-splitting). Effects influencing the increment, 
such as screening of the electron-phonon interaction and modification of phonon spectrum in 
superlattices, have been discussed. For electrically biased superlattices demonstrating the effect 
of phonon instability we have analyzed nonlinear problem of high-frequency acoustic phonon 
generation. We developed the theory treating self-consistently the phonon generation and 
electron transport through the superlattice. We found that the main mechanism providing the 
steady-state generation regime is the electron heating caused by the nonequilibrium phonons. It 
is shown that under the generation regime the spectral distribution of phonons is extremely 
narrow (a single mode generation - the 'phonon laser'). The generated power density can be as 
high as 105 W/m2 for terahertz phonons (see Fig. 5, the left panel). The electric current is 
controlled by the nonequilibrium phonons and is higher by an order of magnitude than that 
under the subthreshold conditions. 
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Fig. 5. Left panel: the phonon increment as a function of the phonon energy. Right panel: the phonon occupation density (left 
axis) and generated power density (right axis) as functions of phonon losses under generation regimes at different lattice 
temperatures. For both panels Stark-splitting is 3 meV. 

Brief summary. The study of amplification and generation of acoustic and optical phonons under 
the electron current has been carried out. Three different generators of high-frequency phonons 
have been suggested: (i) the sub-terahertz Cerenkov phonon generator of acoustical phonons in 
multilayered heterostructures; (ii) the the Cerenkov phonon generator of confined optical 
phonons; (iii) the THz-acoustic phonon generator using voltage biased superlattices.    All 
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suggested generators are based on practically important materials and heterostructures. A high 
efficiency of transformation of the electric energy into the energy of coherent phonons is proved. 
The obtained results create solid fundamentals for practical development electric generators of 
high-frequency coherent phonons and implementation of the phonon technologies, which will 
gain strategic advantages for numerous applications in microelectronics and optoelectronics. 

Implementation of the results: 

During the course of this project the working relations with US Army Research Office (Research 
Triangle Park, NC, USA) have been established. Particularly, all the results of the project were 
discussed with Dr. M. A. Stroscio from the Electronic division of ARO. The PI of this project, 
Prof. V. A. Kochelap, and researcher Dr. B. A. Glavin visited North Carolina in February - 2001 
and April - 2001 for discussion of the results and their implementation for the Army. Application 
of the results to wide gap materials was also discussed with Dr. J. Zavada. 

Besides a close collaboration and exchange of technical information have been set up with the 
group of Prof. K. W. Kim, which works on the problems of phonon enhancement of electronic 
device performance. These studies are supported by the US Army Research Office, as well as by 
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research in the frame of MURI-project "A COMPREHENSIVE 
APPROACH TO PHONON CONTROL FOR ENHANCED DEVICE PERFORMANCE" monitored by Maj. 
D. Johnstone. 

Publications of the results: 

The basic obtained results were discussed on several international conferences and described in 
series of the papers. The support by the European Research Office is acknowledged. The list of 
published or submitted to research journals papers is: 

1. S. M. Komirenko , K. W. Kim, V. A. Kochelap, I. Fedorov, M. A. Stroscio. Coherent optical phonon generation 
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(2001). 
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Appendixes: 
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Coherent optical phonon generation by the electric current 
In quantum wells 

S. M. Komirerfcoand K. W. Kim*5 

Drpamttvxtfeirajlcai mai Canpurr Z/tglxtrrlAg, Nofii Camltoa Star t/rttirnlry, 
«airirh, Nanh C&rchia2?69S-?Q>> 

V.A. Kochelapand I. hectoroM 
Orpatt«rai cf Throrriai fhyUci, S/aiiatr of SiKamitJucjnr fhplrt, 
Naiaai Aadimy ofSciracri oftAml.tr, Kin; 232630. Vlmiv 

U. A. Slroecb 
U.S. Army Struarch Offer, «rinrch JVfcKjJr *\»r*. Nbrii Card/a 2? 703-22)1 

(Received 14 July 2000; accepted for pu b h'catw n 23 October 2000) 

This letter addresses the effect cf generation of confined LO phononE by driflins. electrons in 
quantum welk. We have derived a general formub for the phonon increment aE a function of 
phonon wave vector, electro n drift velocity, and structure parameters. Numerical estimates oflJie 
plionon inclement and the phonon lifetimes have shown that AI As/OaAs/A I AE and Oa5b/ln5tv* 
Qa5b quantum well structures can demonstrate the effect of coiie/ent LO phonon generation by 1iie 
e lectric current.   © 2C00 A/nrrican institute of fhysis. [E03Ü 3-6951(00)0 315 2 -1] 

High-frequency coherent acoustic and optical pi» none 
Jiave been observed for a number of semiconductor materials 
and Jiete/CBtniclureB.'^TjieBe Etudies provide information on 
the excitalio n mechanxims of the coJiexent phonons.lheirdy- 
namicE, electro n-phonon interactions, and other important 
phenomena. Intense coherent phonon waves can be exploited 
for various applications, particularly for terahertz (THz) 
modulation of right and generation of h^jh-frequency eleclrv 
oscilbtions. Usually, hi&h-frequency coherent phonon: are 
excited optically by uhrafast bser pulses. * The develop- 
ment of electrical melhods of coherent phonon generation is 
a long-standing and important problem. 

An electric current flowing though a cemiconductor can 
produce coherem acoustic and optical phononc via the Cer- 
enkov effect when the electron drift velocity exceeds the 
phonon phase velocity. Folk wing 1hree requirement are 
necessary for practical use of the Cerenkov effect: h^gh elec- 
tron mobilities, brge electron densities, and ctrong coupling 
between electro HE and amplifying phononc. For acoustic 
fihoncns 1rric effect has been Etudied intensively for bulk 
samples.3 Generation of phonons of frequency below 10 
a Hi has been achieved. Vtij recently, it was found that in 
heleroEtructureE the drifting Iwo-dimenEional (2D) electrons 
can provide amplification of confined acoustic phonons in 
the sub-THz frequency range.-1 Analysis of the Cerenkov ef- 
fect for optica! i>/iot\ons* has Ehown that iheir amplification 
(generation) by drifting elrcuons in buIt materials is practi- 
cally impossible: the rale of 1he phonon general»n cannot 
compete with the hrge rate of phonon losses. 

Advanced technology of semiconductor heterostruetures 
allows one to manipulateeledron and phonon properties and 
opens new possibilities to employ the Cerenkov effect for 
optical phonon generation. Indeed, for confined electrons in 
modulation doped  heterostructureE, two  conditions—hi&h 

Elixlimfe wait b* L-4u»nui.ulu 

electron drift velocities (much greater than that in 
necessarily-heavy doped bulk samples) and large electron 
densitieE—are already realiied. Then, a/rultuweus axifi/w- 
meiitof electrons and optical phonons within the same quan- 
tum well (QW) provides ihe neceEsary Etrong coupling, 
Theoe can result in a large Cerenkov effect, which now may 
compete with phonon losses. Thz letter addressee generation 
of coitfiirtl optical pfiaioia by the electric current in a QW 
layer. 

Consider a hetr restructure where electrons are confined 
i n the Q W by er A embedded in a semico nductor material B 
(the barrier layers). The Ihickness of byer A is L. Let the ; 
coordinate be perpendicular to the layers and JC and y be the 
in-plane coordinates. The electron drift is along the * direc- 
tion . B oth materiak, A and B, are supposed to bepolar cubic 
crystals. Let the rebtive displacement of ions in the primitive 
cell be u.10'(p,;,t), where p={jt.y}. The macroEcopicpobr- 
iiation vector F(/l,;,r) is proportional to u""(p,c,j). Peri- 
odic oranges of u10' (and P) in space and time correspond 1o 
the optical vibnrtioDL of the lattice. If 1he frequencies of the 
optical vibrations in malerbk A and B aredifferent, different 
typ« of optical modes exit in such a doub le heterostructure: 
the interface modes; the confined LO and TO modes; and 
half-space LO and TO modes in the barrier layers. For Q WE 

wider 1han about 60 A, the electrons are coupled mainly to 
the confi ned LO modes. For the rest of this letter we concen- 
trate on the biter phononE. 

The confined LO phononE can be characterized by 2D 
phonon wave vectors q and discrete (transverse) numbers m. 
Became the dispersion of 1he optical phonons is small in 1hr 
long-wavelength limit, we can attribute the same frequency 
u to alI confi ned LO modes. Let w^_(fi ,c,r) be the complete 
set of orthogonal and norncsliied Eolutions describing the 
confined LO vibrations. In the dielectric continuum model of 
the confined LO phonons," the explicit form for these solu- 
tions is 

CW)3-6SeVKCW77r.Zi)U1733317J» O30M AmeftoHt tvautecf FrynlcB 
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PHYSICAL HEVTEW B, VOLUME 61, J65J0S 

Generation of coherent confined LO phonons under flie drift of two-dimensional electrons 

S. V. Komirenroo and K.. W. Kim 
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Thkpsper addresses the effect of gensoiionof confinedLOphonom bydritingelearoi* in quantum mlk 
We hive cbiainsd i general fccrcuh fee m< phonon increment a a function of the phonon mve vector, the 
electron drit velocity, and piranKte« of the Bttuai« The iinetk parameters of the ttiting elecrons a« 
«'^d by «' ng mom iriira and e nergy laiaiKe equa ^^ 
phonons We have performed numerkal estimates of the phono n increment, as mil as the phonon life in», 
and found that ALWGtuWAIAs and GaStVInShCaSb quintim mil snuaures wiih high drift velociks can 
demoisrare the effect of generation of cue cohere n eo nfinsd epical node Enentsilly, me phonon inaerDen: 
has a rauimura as a function of me wave vector Ttik inpli» a Bong selection of die generated phonon 
mod» We briefly dkajs the non linear < leciron ««tankro wtiidi (Dbiliai the increase of the phonon 
popukuiont and provM« for the Beady-sat« pr» non ge netation 

DOT: JO JJOiThysltevB ü J65JOS PACS turat-mj: 7350Bi, 6i 17 + m, 61 20Tx, 6110 ft,- 

T. INTRODUCTION 

High-frequency coherent acouslic and optical phonons 
have been o bserved for a numb« of semiconductor materials 
and helerostructures (we Refis. 1 and 2 fora/ecenl review). 
These studies provide information on the excitation mecha- 
nfcms of iJie coherent phonons, their dynamirB, electron- 
pJw non i nleractions, a nd other important p Jienome na, i nclud- 
ing effect of interference of coherent lattice vibrations and 
phonon control of ionic molion.3 Inlense coherent phonon 
waves can be exploited for variouE app ficalw nE, particularly 
for leraherlT. modulation of h'ghl"1 and generation of high- 
frequency electric oscilblionB. Usually, high-frequency co- 
herent phononB are excited optically by uhrafiit beer 
pulses.1* The development of electrical methodB of coherent 
phonon jjeneralion I'E a lons-etandingand important problem. 

It I"E expected 1hal an electric current flowing though a 
Bemiconductor can produce coherent acourtic and optical 
phonons. 

Tranritions of carriere between bound electron stales 
(hopping uanBport) can tad to a popublion inverEion be- 
tween ihese BtaleE and, evenlually,lo general» n of coherent 
phononB. Examples of hetrroslructureE wiih thk ivpe of 
popublion inversion include three-barrier hetrroElruclures 
similar to those used in the cascade bEers,5* as well as EU- 

perbtlireE with vertical hoppingIranEport.7 

If the current i due to free electron motion in an electric 
field, amplification (generation) of a phonon mode can be 
achirved via the Cherentov effect when the electron drift 
velocity exceeds Ihe phonon phatevelocity. It hat been well 
established thai the following three requiremenlE are neces- 
sary for practical ute of the CherenJwv effect: h^h electron 
mobililies, large electron densities, and strong coupling be- 
tween  electronE   and   amplifying phononB.   For ticouäi 

0 J61-J £2*5» J/6K \6)I16SX&, JOjfl-» 00 

(ifio/uxis Ulis effect has been studied intensively in bult 
samples.3* Generation of coherent acouslir phononB of fre- 
quency below 10 Orfc has been achieved. Verv recentlj"1!! 
was found thai in heteroBtnictureE drifting 1 wo -dimensional 
electrons can provide amplification of confined acoustic 
phononB in Bub-THi frequency range. Analysis of the Cher- 
entov effect for optiarl pfictio/u"-'3 has shown thai iheir 
amplificaHon (generation) bj drifting electronE in bultmate- 
riak k practicallv imposEible: 1he rale of 1he phonon genera- 
tion cannot compete with Die large rale of phonon losses. 

Advanced technology of Bemiconductor heteroolruclureE 
allowE one to rrnnipubte to electron and phonon properties 
and opens new possibilities to employ ihe Cherentov effect 
for optical phonon generation. Indeed, for confined electrons 
in modublion-doped heteroslructures, 1wo conditions—^h^gh 
electron drift vetactlieB (much greater than 1hal in necessarily 
heaviljf doped bult Eamples) and large electron derailies— 
are already realized. Then, a'/nnrtwi«HHj co^irflitvit of elec- 
trons and optical phonons within ihe same quantum well 
(Q W) provides a necessary strong coupling. These can result 
in a laige Cherenfcov effeel, which now may compete with 
phonon losses. TWE paper addresses 1he analysis of genera- 
tion of co/ifvietl oj)iicti! (iha\oia by drifting etclronE in a 
QW layer. The general result areappKed 1O AlAsCaAE and 
□aSbAnSb hetrroslruclures. 

The paper is organised as fo I b WE. In Sec. 11 we formu latr 
the model for confined elx-1ronE and phononB and their in- 
teraction. In Sec. Ill we calculate the rale of Epo Maneous and 
BtimubledemkBion of confined optical phononB by the drift- 
ing electronE. An analyriE of the phonon increment k given 
in Sec. IV. Section V is devotrd to numerical eElimatrE of 
both the phonon increment and 1he phonon lifetime in differ- 
ent heteroEtrudures. The discuEsion of the result k pre- 
sented i n Sec. VI. The ca tu lation of ihe electro n permrnivily 
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We have analysed amplification of uansverse phonons confined in quantum well (QW) 
heleroElrudures through pieweledric eledron-pho no n interaction with drifting e ledro ns. 11 was 
found 1ha1 this mechanism of interaction couples the low-dimensional eledjons and the 
shear-horkorrlal (£H) confined phonons. We have sludied the e ledrostalir pdential accompanying 
IheSH waves and found that efficient interaction can be achieved far the lowest antisymmetric 5H 
phono n branch in a narrow band of phono n frequencies. FOJ A Da As QWs Ihe amplification 
coefficient was calculated to be on 1he aide/ of 100 cm"' in 1he sub-THi phonon frequency range. 
These results suggest an eledrical mrthod fox coherent phonon generation in the technologically 
well-developed AlCbAc QW helerastrudures. O 2Wt Amtrktn Jnst&u* of Fhyiis. 
[DOl: 10.1053/1.1*2145] 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Recently 1he problem of high'frequency coherent 
phonons has atlraded considerable attention. Coherent 
phonons have been observed for a number of sejnicondudor 
materiak and heferostructures (see Refi. [1-3] for a «cent 
review). New effects have been discovered in coherent pho- 
non dynamics, electron—coherent phonon interadio re, opti- 
cal control of coherenl phonons, etc.Coherent phonon waves 
can be exploited for various applications. These include tera- 
hertz modulation of light and generation of terahejlt- 
frequency eledromagnelic osdllalions. Typically, high- 
frequency coherent phonons are eiciled optically by utlrafast 
laser pukes.1'' The development of eledrical methods of co- 
herent phonon generation is an importarrl problem 1hal has 
presented many technical challenges. 

\e/y recently it was found that eledriccurrent flowing 
though semicondudoj hetejostrudures can produce high- 
frequency coherenl acoustic phonons. These hetejoslrudu/es 
include superlattices with vertical hopping eledron 
transport* and quantum well (QW) helerostrudures with par- 
allel transport.' In 1he former case, 1he currenl result from 
transitions of caniers belween bound electron states in 1he 
weafcly coupled QWs composing the superlatlice. In such a 
case the generation of coherent phonons may be achieved 
because of a popu latio n inversion between 1hese s tries. 

In QW heteroslrudures, when the current is due 1o semi- 
classical electron motion in an eledric field, phonon ampli- 
fication (generalio n) may be achieved via the Cerenbov ef- 

jUithn to -A trau tc i:>pmii:n.L* JcuU bv T^HII'^-JJ L-Lch-cnfe latAt 

fed when -the eledron drift velocity exceeds the velocity of 
sound. For practical use of 1he Cerenbov effed, 1he follow- 
ing, three requirement; have to be mel:' high electron mobili- 
ties, brge eledron densities, and strong coupling belween 
eledrons and ampKfyingphonons. The first two conditions— 
high eledron mobility and large eledron densities—are al- 
ready realised for confined eledrons in modulation doped 
helejostrudures. Then, if there are phonons confined near the 
location of the eledrons, it i obvious thai the electrons will 
be coupled more strongly jusl with these phono ns. QW &1 ruc- 
1ures may provide confinement of both eledions and acous- 
tic phonons near the Q W byer.3"'" Qeneral analysis of am- 
plification of the confined acoustic phonons" has shown thai 
the amplification can be effident for well confined phonons. 

In general, both mechanisms of electron-acoustic pho- 
non interadio n, i *., the deformalio n polentnl a nd pietoe lec- 
tric mechanismE, can lead to the phonon amplification 
effeds" In cubic crystak with the eledrons (holes) from the 
central va Hey, 1he deformalio n potential gives rise to 1he cou- 
pling with those confined phonons, which comprise both lon- 
gitudinal and transverse vibralions, while the pieioeledric 
interadion couples 1he eledrons wilh transverse vibrations. 
To review the basic properties of the co nfi ned phono ns, lei us 
consider the heterostrudureshown in Fig, 1, where eledrons 
are confined in a QW layer A embedded in a serrricondudar 
jraterial B. The thichness of the byer A is 2ii. It is supposed 
1ha1 the localised waves propagate along 1he byer and decay 
outside it. To be specific, we assume 1ha1 both malerials A 
and B are cubic ciystals, 1he gjowlh direction is [001], and 
the direction of wave propagation is [100], i*.. JC. Under 1he 
latter assumptions, the classification oflheconfined phonons 

«El-aSTSTfiOlSC^aHUSSlSJ» 3SO* «2(»1 AnwlJBl InssHutOOT FTT/^css 
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We tnve nvisied itw prcfclere ofeleciron u rawiy iniirong electric fi«kk in poor seroico rdxrcra fcojsing 
on mnwcile grotp-IU: nkride smHixes By develcpinga irampxr xnedel dm. accour« fcrirK rmin feims 
of electrons injecced in Ehwi devfces u refer high efearic fields, we rave inveEgsed the electron dktrfeubn 
u a function of «leciron xooroena and coccdi rotes Ruraway transport k analysed in deail The critical field 
of thk regime it determined for Tnir, GaU, and AIK TO found crnr. die tampon in the nirides is ahvays 
dinro: h-e ( i e, no ball k K mrspectj tor [he rummy reg in*, however, tr* e feai» i« i rm:use ihe r veloc ties 
wih dsrarm, which reute in avenge vebciiei hjgher dnn die peat vebcity in tu It lite samples TO raw 
dexaonnraied ira ihe rureuvay «learons are crnracteriMd by adka-ibixion function «jchbking a populatbn 
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Oxoup-lll nitride BemiconduclctrB have unique1 fundamen- 
lol material pxopexlies.' These malern b are1 characterized by 
energy-band gape ranging from 1.9 eV (InN) to 6.2 eV 
CAIN); xeblively BXTDII electron effective masKB m 
-Q.llm,, m -0.2m,, and m-0j4S7ia fox InN, OaN, and 
AIN, respectively, where mq is the' free^eleclron nm; Ji^li 
breakdown fieldB in the MY/cm range; bis« optical-phonon 
energies (about 90-100 meV); and strong electro n-po bx- 
optfcal-pJiono n coup K ng. "Die1 Froh (ich pho non -coup ling co n- 
stintE a« eEtimaned 1o be a-0.22. 0.41, and 0.74 fox InN, 
□aN, and AIM, jesjwniwlj. In oomjiarion, a-0jQ7.5 in 
OaAo. TJw vahi« of 1jw jieofc ve'locilm in Hi«' m'lrid« in 1jw 
Bteadj-elale' jesijrw are b.Bj«:1'1 4.3x Jj0T cmfs (InN), 3.1 
xlQT cmfs (ChN), and 1.7xiQT cmfB(AIN). 

P«vicniB Bludj oflJwlranBien1, lime- oi Bjiace-de'jie'ndenl 
Irans part in nfl/idei3 jevenled iJiat Ihe: velorily-ove'jEjKiol rf- 
fccl lafcw jilace in iJw BUbpcxsBKOnd lixcw Bcale1 and 10 nm 
Bjulial-scale' /ang.« with jrcniimun vsbdti« ofaboirt (6 
-S > x IQ" cm<e «M InN and OaN. Thi «nih. obtained by 
Won* Carlo calcnblionB, Bi^jeKlB s«at nerejwctive'B of 
Sjouji-Ul nitjides -fox JiigJi-j»vtei and Jrigh-&eque'ncy e>lec- 
1/onicB. Howev«, Eomr inle'/e'Etinj and impo/ianl liigh-field 
effcclB Jiave rw1 b«n inveBtigHed in detril. The1 pwpoee of 
1WB pajie1/ ic -to oddrcEB one1 BI/CJI pjobleai, namely, the elec- 
lion /unawnj effect in EJIOJI j/oup-lll nilride Blntrtu/eB. 

The jTinaway effect i a well-fciwwn hot-elecljon 
phenomenon-1^ that arises in pcltir c/jBtik with juedominant 
Bcatterins bj pvbi optval jihononB.' BecatiBe of 1he Cou- 
lomb nature, 1he rate of such a Bcaltrrinj juoceBB decjeaseB 
fox the electro nB with large jromeno and enerjieB. AB a re- 
Bult, themomenfum and energy gained by 1he eleclJonB from 
1he field can not be relaied to the bttice above a cemi n criti- 
cal field. The carriers then run away to higher e nergieB. In a 
SidAJAeEample, the eleclron runaway is BtabiKzed by one of 
1he foltawing effecla: a breakdown due to impact ionii^nwn 

of impurilieB or OCTOBB Ihe gap, a nonparabolicily ox transfer 
to upper valleys, an additional Bcatlering at high energwB, 
etc. In a short sample, the h'miting mechanimB mentioned 
above are no1 important and the electron IranBporl can occur 
in the runaway regime. Since the runaway effect i more 
pronounced for cryBtafc with Btronger e lectio n-flptical- 
phonon coupling, 1he group -111 nitride* ore considered prime 
candidates for thi phenomenon. 

fox a detailed atnlyriB, we BO Ive the lo hinnn n equation 
fox the distribution function Ji /",;), whexe ? and i are the 
electron momentum and coordinate. The energy associated 
with electron motion along ihe ; coordirate iB defined as \V 
- x'./Jn -exTc, where -r is the electron charge andxTi the 
electric fie H. The characteristic e nexgy is the phorwrie nergy 
h u and the charade xktic momentum if,- ^2n>iu. The 
dimereionlesB momentum, enexgy, coordinate, and field are 

p-F!Pn, w- Wfhu, f-ii//0.and£-r£/e,/Au1xeBpec- 
tively.    Hexe    we   define   the   characteristic    length   I0 

- h KqtCufe mi ir,- «■„), whexe «•, and rru axe the bw- and 
high-frequency permittivities. ABsumingonly optical -pho no n 
emiBBion at bw lempexatuxes, 1heBoItimann equation can be 
expressed in 1he dimenEio nleBB foxm as 

~-r[/iPMPi-rihl- (i) 

ll iB xemarhable thai txriB equation contains a single "control- 
ling" parameter— the dimenEionl«E field c. We will analyze 
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We studied the distribution function and basic characteristics of hot electrons in InN, GaN and A1N 
under moderate electric fields, and found that in relatively low fields (of the order of kV/cm) the 
optical phonon emission dominates the electron kinetics.This strongly inelastic process gives rise to a 
spindle-shaped distribution function and an extended portion of quasi-saturation of the current- 
voltage characteristics (the streaming-like regime).We prove that this hot electron regime holds for 
all three nitrides. We suggest that the effects can be detected by the measurement of the I -V 
characteristics, or the thermopower of hot electrons in the transverse direction. 

Introduction. Recent intensive studies of the electron kinetics in group-Ill nitride 
materials are mostly focused on two subjects: the problem of the low-field mobility 
and the problem of the peak (saturation) velocity in extremely high electric fields 
(hundreds of V/cm, see Refs.[l-5]).Meanwhile, such basic properties of the nitrides 
such as relatively low effective masses, high optical phonon energies, strong 
electron-optical pho-non interaction and large energy separations of the upper 
valleys bring about a number of new hot electron effects in moderate electric 
fields.These effects can be of interest for both the understanding of fundamentals of 
the electron kinetics in the nitrides and their applications.This paper addresses the 
hot electron kinetics in group-Ill nitrides at moderate electric fields. 

Model and Results. We analyzed the electron kinetics in the nitrides by the Monte- 
Carlo method.The electron bands for InN, GaN and A1N were considered in the 
isotropic and parabolic approximation. Scattering by ionized impurities, acoustic 
phonons, and polar optical phonons were taken into consideration with all material 
parameters given by Ref.[6].Corresponding scattering rates as functions of the 
electron energy are presented in Fig. 1. 
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